POP UP DISPLAY—QUICK START INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Remove frame from case and
place on floor. Place frame with
the slider(s) for light on the top
facing you.

5. Make sure to flip the magnet side
to be the front side when you
slide it to the frame.

9. Lift end panel and guide front
notch of plastic plate over front
peg. Hook the other side on the
panel peg at the back of the frame.

13. To attach light, slide the bottom
of the light to the light brackets on
the top of the frame.

2. Grasp upper ends of frame and
pull up and outwards. Continue
plling up and outward untill the
frame is fully expanded.

3. To close the frame: Push from
the outside of the frame until it
connected.

6. Start the top of the frame, insert the
pointed end of the channel bar into
the slot in the bracket at the top of
the frame.

7. Slide the bottom of the channel
bar from right to left onto the
metal peg. Continue with the
middle and lower channel bars.

10. Slowly run your hands down
the sides of the panel, attaching
magnetic strips to the channel
bars and straightening as you go.

11. Attach the Hook & Loop of the
bottom of the panel to the black
channel bar inserted to the frame.

12. Hold a center panel on its side
edges about 1/3 of the way down
from the top. Lift section and guide
notches over the panel pegs on the
top hubs. Slowly release the panel,
allowing it to roll down the channel
bars. Repeat for all center panels
aligning them as you go.

15. Place the top lid on the podium.

16. Finished!

14. Wrap the panel for podium and
attach the edges by hoop & loop.

4. Set up the channel bars to the frame.
4 black channel bars go on the 4
outer lower positions (There are hook
and loop which holds down the lower
corner of the endcaps) and rest of
channel bars go on the middle lower
positions and all top positions.

8. Center panels are wider than
end panels.

